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System Identification involves application of concepts 
from four broad fields in engineering, mathematics and 
statistics
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Elements of the Course
The course has five main elements to it:
1. Introduction to system identification 
2. Non-parametric and parametric modelling
3. Least squares and recursive parameter estimation
4. Model selection
5. Case study

These concepts build on each other in the sense that anything that can 
be done on-line, can be performed in an off-line design scenario.  
However, off-line design typically involves a greater range of 
validation and human involvement, whereas on-line is completely 
automatic.

We’ll be largely concerned with discrete-time system identification, but 
will dip into continuous-time representation, as necessary.
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Introduction to System Identification

• System identification involves building mathematical 
models of a dynamic system based on a set of 
measured stimulus and response data samples. 

• System identification can be use in a wide range of 
applications, including mechanical engineering, 
biology, physiology, meteorology, economics, and 
model-based control design. 

• For example, engineers use a system model of the 
relationship between the fuel flow and the shaft speed of 
turbojet engine to optimize the efficiency and operational 
stability of the jet engine. 
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Introduction to System Identification

• Biologists and physiologists use system identification 
techniques in areas such as eye pupil response and 
heart rate control. 

• Meteorologists and economists build mathematical 
models based on historical data for use in forecasting.

• Therefore, system identification is using experimental 
data obtained from input/output relations to model 
dynamic systems.

system

disturbance

outputinput
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Introduction to System Identification

• System identification is the initial step—identifying a 
model of a plant—in the model-based control design 
process. 

• System identification is an iterative process. 
• First step is to acquire raw data from a real-world 

system, then format and process the data as necessary, 
and finally select a mathematical algorithm that you can 
use to identify a mathematical model of the system. 

• Use the resulting mathematical model to analyze the 
dynamic characteristics of and simulate the time 
response of the system. 

• Use the mathematical model to design a model-based 
controller.
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Definition of system identification

• The determination of a mathematical model of a system 
is known as system identification

• The term identification was first introduced by Zadeh 
(1956) that refers to the problem of determining the 
input-output relationships of a black box or modeling 
based on observed experimental data

• System identification is the process of determining 
by means of practical testing the transfer function or 
some equivalent mathematical description for the 
dynamic characteristics of a system component

• Why models are needed?
– Prediction of system behavior
– Design of adaptive type controllers
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Introduction to System Identification

• Identification is the task of using input-output data to build a 
model: a mathematical abstraction of the process



What is System Identification

• System identification is a methodology for building 
mathematical models of dynamic system using 
measurements of the system’s input and output 
signals.

• The process of system identification requires,
– Measurement the input and output signals from the 

unknown system in time or frequency domain
– Select a model structure
– Apply an estimation method to estimate the value for the 

adjustable parameters in the candidate model structure
– Evaluate the estimated model
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Objective of system identification

• The main objective of SI is To obtain a parsimonious 
model that adequately representing the system.

• A parsimonious model is a model with as few 
parameters as possible for a given quality of a model.

Structure?
Parameters?
Disturbance?

input output
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System identification

• Given
– A set of process signal values over time
– An assumed model structure 
– An approximation error criterion
– A set of constraints for the model to satisfy

• Determine a model that results in the least 
approximation error according to the stated criterion and 
satisfies the model constraints
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In order to design a controller, you must have a model

A model is a system that transforms an input signal into an 
output signal.

Typically, it is represented by differential or difference 
equations.

A model will be used, either explicitly or implicitly, in control 
design 

Introduction to System Identification
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System and models

• A model is a mathematical description that capture 
some desired aspects of system behavior under specific 
situations.

SYSTEM
Input:

-measurable
-unmeasurable

-controllable
uncontrollable

State
-measurable

-unmeasurable

Output
-generally measurable
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Model applications

• Applications of models in process systems engineering



Modelling approach

• Two approaches to modeling: first-principles vs. experimental 
(empirical)



Data to Model

• Mathematical models of real-world systems are often too 
difficult to build based on first principles alone.

• System Identification; “Let the data speak about the 
system”.

Mathematical models of real-world systems are often  
too difficult to build based on first principles alone. 

Figure by MIT OCW. 
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Physical Modeling

• Passive elements: mass, damper, spring
• Sources
• Transducers
• Junction structure
• Physically meaningful parameter

Physical Modeling : 2.151 
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Empirical Modeling
System Identification 
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Black Box 
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Physical 
modeling 

Comparison 

Pros 
1. Physical insight and knowledge 
2. Modeling a conceived system before 

hardware is built 

Cons 
1. Often leads to high system order 

with too many parameters 
2. Input-output model has a complex 

parameter structure 
3. Not convenient for parameter tuning 
4. Complex system; too difficult to 

analyze 

Black Box 

Pros 
1. Close to the actual input-output 

behavior 
2. Convenient structure for parameter 

tuning 
3. Useful for complex systems; too 

difficult to build physical model 

Cons 
1. No direct connection to physical 

parameters 
2. No solid ground to support a model 

structure 
3. Not available until an actual system 

has been built 
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What is dynamic model?

• In a dynamic system, the values of the output signals 
depend on both the instantaneous values of its input 
signals and also on the past behavior of the system. 

• For example, a car seat is a dynamic system—the seat 
shape (settling position) depends on both the current 
weight of the passenger (instantaneous value) and how 
long this passenger has been riding in the car (past 
behavior).

• A model is a mathematical relationship between a 
system's input and output variables. 

• Models of dynamic systems are typically described by 
differential or difference equations, transfer functions, 
state-space equations, and pole-zero-gain models.
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What is a dynamic model?

• You can represent dynamic models both in continuous-
time and discrete-time form.

• An often-used example of a dynamic model is the 
equation of motion of a spring-mass-damper system. 

• As shown in the next figure, the mass moves in 
response to the force F(t) applied on the base to which 
the mass is attached. 

• The input and output of this system are the force F(t) 
and displacement y(t) respectively.
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What is a dynamic model?
• Mass-Spring-Damper System Excited by Force F(t)
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Continuous-Time Dynamic Model Example

• Physical system can be represent as several equivalent 
models. The mass-spring-damper system can be 
represent in continuous time as a second order 
differential equation:

• where m is the mass, k the spring's stiffness constant, 
and c the damping coefficient. 

• The solution to this differential equation can determine 
the displacement of the mass, y(t), as a function of 
external force F(t) at any time t for known values of 
constant m, c and k.
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• If displacement y(t) and velocity v(t) are defined as state 
variables, the previous equation of motion can be 
express as a state-space model of the system:

• Where Y(t) = [y(t);v(t)] is a vector of model states.

Continuous-Time Dynamic Model Example
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Continuous-Time Dynamic Model Example

• Transfer function model of the spring-mass-damper 
system can be obtain by taking the Laplace transform of 
the differential equation:

• Where s is the Laplace variable

kcsmssF
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Discrete-Time Dynamic Model Example

• Observation of the input and output variables F(t) and 
y(t) of the mass-spring-damper system at discrete time 
instants t = nTs, where Ts is a fixed time interval and n = 
0, 1 , 2, .... 

• The variables are said to be sampled with sampling 
interval Ts. 

• The relationship between the sampled input-output 
variables can be represent as a second order difference 
equation, such as

)()2()()( 21 sss TtbFTtyaTtyaty -=-+-+
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Discrete-Time Dynamic Model Example

• Often, for simplicity, Ts is taken as one time unit, and the 
equation can be written as:

• where a1 and a2 are the model parameters. The model 
parameters are related to the system constants m, c, 
and k, and the sampling interval Ts.

• This difference equation shows the dynamic nature of 
the model. 

• The displacement value at the time instant t depends not 
only on the value of force F at a previous time instant, 
but also on the displacement values at the previous two 
time instants y(t–1) and y(t–2). 

)1()2()1()( 21 -=-+-+ tbFtyatyaty
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Discrete-Time Dynamic Model Example

• The equation can be used to compute the displacement 
at a specific time. The displacement is represented as a 
weighted sum of the past input and output values:

• This equation shows an iterative way of generating 
values of output y(t) starting from initial conditions (y(0) 
and y(1)) and measurements of input F(t). This 
computation is called simulation.

• Alternatively, the output value at a given time t can be 
computed using the measured values of output at 
previous two time instants and the input value at a 
previous time instant. This computation is called 
prediction.

)2()1()1()( 21 -----= tyatyatbFty
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Signals & Systems Definitions

Typically, a system receives an input signal, x(t) (generally a vector) 
and transforms it into the output signal, y(t).  In modelling and 
control, this is further broken down:

• u(t) is an input signal that can be manipulated (control signal)
• w(t) is an input signal that can be measured (measurable 

disturbance)
• v(t) is an input signal that cannot be measured (unmeasurable 

disturbance)
• y(t) is the output signal
Typically, the system may have hidden states x(t)

u(t)

w(t)

v(t)

y(t)
x(t)
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Example 1: Solar-Heated House (Ljung)

• The sun heats the air in the solar panels
• The air is pumped into a heat storage (box filled with pebbles)
• The stored energy can be later transferred to the house
We’re interested in how solar radiation, w(t), and pump velocity, u(t), 

affect heat storage temperature, y(t).
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Example 2: Military Aircraft (Ljung)
Aim is to construct a mathematical model of dynamic behaviour to 

develop simulators, synthesis of autopilots and analysis of its 
properties

Data below used to build a model of pitch channel, i.e. how pitch rate, 
y(t), is affected by three separate control signals: elevator (aileron 
combinations at the back of wings), canard (separate set of rudders 
at front of wings) and leading flap edge
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Example 3: Laser Eye Surgery System
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Example 4: Hot air blower system
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Example 5: Hydraulic actuator system
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Hydraulic actuator system
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Example 6: Pneumatic actuator system
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Pneumatic actuator system
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Example 7: Dc motor control: speed 
and position
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How are Models Used?
Mathematical models are abstractions/simplifications of reality, which 

are “good enough” for the purpose for which they were developed

In scientific modelling we aim to increase our understanding about 
cause-effect relationships.  The model’s predictive ability can be 
used to test the model (e.g. Newton, Halley)

Models can be used for prediction and control.  Here the predictive 
ability is a key aspect, but this can be influenced by the model’s 
simplicity if it has to be estimated from exemplar data (e.g. model 
predictive control).

Models can be used for state estimation.  Here the aim is to track 
variables which characterize some dynamical behaviour by 
processing observations afflicted errors (e.g. estimating position 
and velocity of Apollo moon landing).

Models can be used for fault detection.  Here predicted behaviour is 
assessed against the actual behaviour to determine whether the 
plant is operating normally or not.

Models can be also be used for simulation and operator training.
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Models

• A process or system may be described by several 
models, ranging from necessarily very detailed and 
complex microscopic models to simplistic 
macroscopic models which facilitate an understanding 
of the gross characteristics of system’s performance

• Complex microscopic models require a long time to 
determine and mostly used for the detailed control of a 
system’s performance

• A model represents essential aspects of a system with 
respect to certain purposes and may take an several 
different forms such as,

§ Cognitive models (human concepts)
§ Normative models (purpose oriented)
§ Descriptive models (behavior oriented)
§ Functional models (action and control oriented)
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Determination of model

• There are basically two ways of determining a 
mathematical model of a system

• By implementing known laws of nature 
• By experimenting  on the process
• A popular approach to obtain a model is to combine both 

ways
• The knowledge type model
§ Based on the laws of Physics, Chemistry etc
§ General and extremely complex
• The dynamic control model
§ Based on the relation between input and output variation of system
§ Suitable for the design and tuning of control system
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Model category
• Different approaches to system identification 

depending on model class:
– Linear or Non-Linear models
– Parametric or Non Parametric models.

• Parametric models obviously involve parameters, as for 
example the coefficient of difference equations, state 
equations and transfer functions.
– Parametric methods estimate parameters in a user 

specified model.
– Parametric Identification Methods are techniques to 

estimate parameters in given model structures. Basically it 
is a matter of finding (by numerical search) those 
numerical values of the parameters that give the best 
agreement between the model’s (simulated or predicted) 
output and the measured one.
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Model category
• Non parametric models do not involve parameters and 

are usually graphical representations such as time 
response, frequency response, impulse response, 
spectral density, correlation etc
– Non parametric methods try to estimate a generic model
– Nonparametric Identification Methods are techniques to 

estimate model behavior without necessarily using a given 
parameterized model set. Typical nonparametric methods 
include Correlation analysis, which estimates a system’s 
impulse response, and Spectral analysis, which 
estimates a system’s frequency response.
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Nonparametric model

• Simple to obtain
• Results in graph or table which cannot easily be used for 

simulation, control design etc
• Often used for model validation of parametric model
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Parametric model

• Difficult to obtain
• Easy to use for simulation, control design etc
• Example : Finite Impulse Response(FIR) Model

47/31 v2.0
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Basic Information About Dynamic 
Models

• System Identification is about building Dynamic 
Models.   Therefore, some knowledge about such 
models is therefore necessary for successful 
identification process.

Social 
systems

economic 
systems

biological
systems chemical 

systems

psychological 
systems

black 
box

mechanical 
systems

electric 
circuit

white 
box
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Terms to Characterize the Model 
Properties

• The properties of an input-output relationship like the 
ARX model follow from the numerical values of the 
coefficients, and the number of delays used. 

• This is however a fairly implicit way of talking about the 
model properties. Instead a number of different terms 
are used in practice:
– Impulse Response
– Step Response
– Frequency Response
– Zeros and Poles
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Impulse Response

• The impulse response of a dynamical 
model is the output signal that results 
when the input is an impulse, i.e., u(t) is 
zero for all values of t except t=0, where 
u(0)=1. It can be computed as in the 
equation following (ARX), by letting t be 
equal to 0, 1, 2, ... and taking y(-T)=y(-
2T)=0 and u(0)=1.
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Transient response
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Step Response

• The step response is the output signal that 
results from a step input, i.e., u(t) is zero 
for negative values of t and equal to one 
for positive values of t. 

• The impulse and step responses together 
are called the model’s transient 
response
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Frequency Response

• The frequency response of a linear dynamic model 
describes how the model reacts to sinusoidal inputs. 

• If we let the input u(t) be a sinusoid of a certain 
frequency, then the output y(t) will also be a sinusoid of 
this frequency. 

• The amplitude and the phase (relative to the input) will 
however be different. 

• This frequency response is most often depicted by two 
plots; one that shows the amplitude change as a 
function of the sinusoid’s frequency and one that shows 
the phase shift as function of frequency. 

• This is known as a Bode plot.
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Frequency response
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Zeros and Poles

• The zeros and the poles are equivalent 
ways of describing the coefficients of a 
linear difference equation like the ARX 
model. 

• The poles relate to the “output-side” and 
the zeros relate to the “input-side” of this 
equation. 

• The number of poles (zeros) is equal to 
number of sampling intervals between the 
most and least delayed output (input)
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Pole and zero map
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Identifying a System
A system is constructed from observed/empirical data
• Models of car behaviour (acceleration/steering) are built from 

experience/observational data

Generally, there may exist some prior knowledge (often formed 
from earlier observational data) that can be used with the 
existing data to build a model.  This can be combined in 
several ways:

• Use past experience to express the equations 
(ODEs/difference equations) of the system/sub-systems and 
use observed data to estimate the parameters

• Use past experience to specify prior distributions for the 
parameters

The term modelling generally refers to the case when 
substantial prior knowledge exists, the term system 
identification refers to the case when the process is largely 
based on observed input-output data. 
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Classification of the system 
identification problem

• System identification is a general term to describe 
mathematical tools and algorithms that build dynamical 
models from measured data

• System identification is generally done in the time 
domain, but analysis can be done frequency domain

58/31 v2.0

White Box

First principles 
information is used 

to derive the full 
model.  System 

identification can be 
used to reduce the 
order/complexity

Grey Box

Certain structural 
information about the 

model is already available. 
This model does however 

still have a number of 
unknown free parameters 
which can be estimated 

using system identification. 

Black Box

No prior model is 
available and both the 

structure and 
parameters must be 

determined. Most 
system identification 
algorithms are of this 

type.
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Black box problem

• Black box problem – the complete identification 
problem : this means that we do not know anything 
about the basic properties of the system such as 
whether it is linear or non linear and etc.  Obviously, this 
is an extremely difficult problem to solve.  Usually some 
kind of assumptions have to be made before any 
meaningful solution can be attempted.

59/31 v2.0
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Selecting Black-Box Model Structure 
and Order

• Black-box modeling is useful when our primary interest 
is in fitting the data regardless of a particular 
mathematical structure of the model. 

• Several linear and nonlinear black-box model structures 
can be used, which have traditionally been useful for 
representing dynamic systems. 

• These model structures vary in complexity depending on 
the flexibility user need to account for the dynamics and 
noise in the unknown system. 
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Selecting Black-Box Model Structure 
and Order

• Black-box modeling is usually a trial-and-error process, 
where user estimate the parameters of various 
structures and compare the results. 

• Typically, user start with the simple linear model 
structure and progress to more complex structures. 

• User might also choose a model structure since the user 
familiar with this structure or because the user have 
specific application needs. 

• The simplest linear black-box structures require the 
fewest options to configure:
– Linear ARX model:  which is the simplest input-output 

polynomial model
– State Space model: which you can estimate by specifying 

the number of model states
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Gray box problem

• Gray box problem – partial identification problem.  In 
this category, some basic characteristics of the system, 
such as linearity, bandwidth, and etc are assumed to be 
known.  However, we may not know the specific order of 
the dynamic equation or the values of the associated 
coefficients.

62/31 v2.0
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Grey-Box Modeling

• In some situations, you can deduce the model structure 
from physical principles. 

• For example, the mathematical relationship between the 
input force and the resulting mass displacement in the 
mass-spring-damper system is well known. 

• In state-space form, the model is given by

63/31 v2.0
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Grey-Box Modeling

• Here, the model structure is fully known but the values 
of its parameters—m, c and k are unknown.

• In the grey-box approach, the data is used to estimate 
the values of the unknown parameters of the model 
structure. 

• User specify the model structure by a set of differential 
or difference equations and provide some initial guess 
for the unknown parameters specified.

• In general, to build grey-box models is by:
– Creating a template model structure
– Configuring the model parameters with initial values and 

constraints (if any).
– Applying an estimation method to the model structure and 

computing the model parameter values.
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White box problem 

• White box problem – Clear identification problem.  In 
this category, all basic characteristics of the system, 
such as linearity, bandwidth, and etc are known. The 
specific order of the dynamic equation or the values of 
the associated coefficients still to be determine

65/31 v2.0
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Four kinds of experimental data for 
generating a model

• Transient response – using impulse or step signal

• Frequency response data – using sinusoidal inputs at 
many frequencies

• Stochastic steady-state information – using natural 
source of randomness

• Pseudorandom noise data – using PRBS signal
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The true process

• The system being identified consists of the true process and 
additional elements



Standard of procedure system id

• A generic iterative procedure for System Identification



Sampled data system 

• A standard sampled-data system



System identification software

• The Lab VIEW System Identification Toolkit

• The Matlab System Identification Toolbox
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DATA COLLECTION

CHOICE OF CRITERION FIT

PARAMETER ESTIMATION

MODEL VALIDATION

MODEL PRESENTATION

Steps in System Identification
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5 steps to determine dynamic model 
through experimental approach

• Experiment design: Input and output data acquisition under 
an experimentation protocol.  Its purpose to obtain good 
experimental data, and it includes the choice of the measured 
variables and of the character of the input signals.

• Choice and selection of model structure (complexity): 
Linear system or non-linear system.  A suitable model 
structure is chosen using prior knowledge and trial and error.

• Choice of the criterion to fit: A suitable cost function is 
chosen, which reflects how well the model fits the 
experimental data.

• Estimation of the model parameters: An optimization 
problem is solved to obtain the numerical values of the model 
parameters, first order model, second order model etc

• Model validation: Verification of the identified model 
(structure and values of parameters).  The model is tested in 
order to reveal any inadequacies. 74/31 v2.010/28/20
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Experiments and data collection

• Often good to use a two-stage approach
• Preliminary experiments

– Step/impulse response tests to get basic understanding of 
system dynamics

– Linearity, static gains, time delays constants, sampling 
interval

• Data collection for model estimation
– Carefully designed experiment to enable good model fit
– Operating point, input signal type, number of data points 

to collect
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Preliminary experiments- step 
response

• Useful for obtaining qualitative information about 
the system
– Static gain
– Time constants (rise time)
– Resonance frequency

• Sample time can be determined from time constants
– Rule-of-thumb: 4-10 sample points over the rise time
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Data Collection
• Experimental design and observation
• This is a procedure which produces input-output 

data from the process to be modeled. 
• The procedure includes what signals to measure, 

when to measure them and what input signals to 
be used. 

• These parameters are chosen such that maximum 
information regarding the system response are 
contained in the input-output data.

• In observing any given dynamical system, input-
output data is recorded for the full dynamicity of the 
system in real time or simulated using a computer 
system
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Data Collection

• To capture the dynamics of the system, various inputs 
are applied such as pulse, step, Random Binary 
Sequence (RBS), Pseudo Random Binary (PRBS), m-
level Pseudo Random (m-PRS), and multi-sine 
inputs

• For a real time system, many of the signals can be 
introduced while the system is in operation

• The measured data should be analyzed and some pre-
processing may be applied. 

• Before continuing with the following steps, the data is 
divided into two sets; one set is for training and the 
other for testing/validating the identified model.
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Model presentation
• Model structure
• A set of candidate model
• This includes the class of models to be used and 

depends on the amount of prior knowledge about the 
system and the objectives of the identification. 

• These classes include state-space models, Laplace 
transforms, time difference equations, Volterra series, 
neural network models, fuzzy logic model, etc. 

• Once the class of model has been chosen then the 
determination of model structure such as the order of 
the model is a primary problem to be considered.

• The collected data is fed to a rigorous process of 
model structure selection. 
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Parameter Estimation
• Model estimation
• If the model is in a parametric form, numerous 

techniques are available to estimate the unknown 
parameters. 

• These vary with respect to the loss function to be 
minimized, the class of the model and the chosen 
model structure. 

• The most common methods are gradient methods, 
stochastic approximation, direct search, least squares 
methods, maximum likelihood and Kalman filtering 
techniques.
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Parameter Estimation

• After a suitable model structure has been selected, the 
next procedure is to accurately estimate the model 
parameters. 

• There are many alternative solutions to the model 
structure selection and estimation such as the 
orthogonal least square (OLS) and second search 
procedure using stepwise regression. 

• These techniques have been show to successfully solve 
either linear or nonlinear system identifications. 

• Other popular techniques genetic algorithms (GA), 
genetic programming (GP), Volterra polynomial basis 
function (VPBF) together with orthogonal least square 
(OLS), fuzzy algorithm and various ANNs.
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Model Validation
• This is the final stage of system identification. 
• The purpose of model validation is to verify the 

identified model represents the process under 
consideration adequately. 

• In other words, the underlying mechanism which 
produces the data set is adequately modeled.

• This normally involves statistical analysis of the 
residuals and predictive capabilities of the model.

• Unsatisfactory results at this stage will lead to 
doubts about the model structure and estimation 
and may occasionally require re-examination of 
the experimental design.
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Model Validation

• Model validation is considered to check the validity 
between the measured data and desired data under 
a validation requirement.

• The simplest validity check is by observing 
convergence of training errors and assessing the 
prediction errors for test data. 

• The errors will be evaluated using correlation test (CT), 
mean sum squared error (MSE) or normalized sum 
squared error (NSSE). 
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Model Validation

• One-step ahead (OSA) prediction error and Akaike’s 
criteria are very popular for validating parametric 
system identification using model structures and 
estimation techniques for ARX and ARMAX. 

• This step is completed once the model is exhaustively 
checked for parsimony, adequacy and accuracy

• Once a proper model has been selected, estimated and 
validated, then it can be applied for its intended 
applications, such as simulation or prediction or control 
design.
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Basic Questions About System Identification

• What is System Identification?
• System Identification allows you to build mathematical 

models of a dynamic system based on measured data.

• How is that done?
• Essentially by adjusting parameters within a given model 

until its output coincides as well as possible with the 
measured output.
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• How do you know if the model is any good?
• A good test is to take a close look at the model’s output 

compared to the measured one on a data set that wasn’t 
used for the fit (“Validation Data”).

• Can the quality of the model be tested in other 
ways?

• It is also valuable to look at what the model couldn’t 
reproduce in the data (“the residuals”). This should not 
be correlated with other available information, such as 
the system's input.
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• What models are most common?
• The techniques apply to very general models. Most 

common models are difference equations descriptions, 
such as ARX and ARMAX models, as well as all types of 
linear state-space models.

• Do you have to assume a model of a particular type?
• For parametric models, you have to specify the 

structure. However, if you just assume that the system is 
linear, you can directly estimate its impulse or step 
response using Correlation Analysis or its frequency 
response using Spectral Analysis. This allows useful 
comparisons with other estimated models.
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• What does the System Identification Toolbox 
contain?

• It contains all the common techniques to adjust 
parameters in all kinds of linear models. It also allows 
you to examine the models’ properties, and to check if 
they are any good, as well as to preprocess and polish 
the measured data.
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• Isn’t it a big limitation to work only with linear 
models?

• No, actually not. 
• Most common model nonlinearities are such that the 

measured data should be nonlinearly transformed (like 
squaring a voltage input if you think that it’s the power 
that is the stimuli). 

• Use physical insight about the system you are modeling 
and try out such transformations on models that are 
linear in the new variables.
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• Is this really all there is to System Identification?
• Actually, there is a huge amount written on the subject. 
• Experience with real data is the driving force to 

understand more. 
• It is important to remember that any estimated model, no 

matter how good it looks on your screen, has only 
picked up a simple reflection of reality. 

• This is sufficient for rational decision making.
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Common Terms Used in System Identification

• Estimation Data is the data set that is used to fit a 
model to data. In the GUI this is the same as the 
Working Data.

• Validation Data is the data set that is used for model 
validation purposes. This includes simulating the model 
for these data and computing the residuals from the 
model when applied to these data.

• Model Views are various ways of inspecting the 
properties of a model. They include looking at zeros and 
poles, transient and frequency response, and similar 
things.
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• Data Views are various ways of inspecting properties of 
data sets. A most common and useful thing is just to plot 
the data and scrutinize it. So-called outliers could be 
detected then. These are unreliable measurements, 
perhaps arising from failures in the measurement 
equipment. The frequency contents of the data signals, 
in terms of periodograms or spectral estimates, is also 
most revealing to study.

• Model Sets or Model Structures are families of models 
with adjustable parameters. Parameter Estimation 
amounts to finding the “best” values of these 
parameters. The System Identification problem amounts 
to finding both a good model structure and good 
numerical values of its parameters.
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• Model Validation is the process of gaining confidence 
in a model. Essentially this is achieved by “twisting and 
turning” the model to scrutinize all aspects of it. Of 
particular importance is the model’s ability to reproduce 
the behavior of the Validation Data sets. Thus it is 
important to inspect the properties of the residuals from 
the model when applied to the Validation Data.
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Please read the attachment of book chapter that comes with the slides 


